
God's Sovereignty and Human Free Will

In approaching the issues surrounding God's sovereignty and hwnan free

will there are a nwnber of definitional issues that set the tone for each position.

For example, Biblically the words "God is sovereign" simply means that God is

king in an ancient Near East sense and thus will effect his will. However, how

much of His will can be determined to be accomplished and in what manner is at

the heart of the issue. Likewise, the way that free will is defined often identifies

how a person positions himself on the spectrum between the options of:

I) everyone is always free with responsibility being unavoidable, and 2) no one is

ever free which identifies that responsibility is impossible. At either end of the

spectrum, incompatibilists make their commitment for either freedom of choice or

determinism, because in their opinion these two cannot be brought together

meaningfully. The incompatibilist defines free will in a manner that tends to pick

up the following four features:

I. Authentic choice

2. That effects a change

3. For which you are responsible

4. And could have done otherwise.

In our contemporary situation Christian philosophers often embrace this

incompatibilist option and affinn free will but the majority view within the
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heritage of orthodox Christianity has been to affirm some sort of compatibilism,

embracing both freedom of choice and determinism. Often this compatibilist

stance is held very ambiguously with descriptions on the heavenly gates as

reading from one side "Whoever wills may come" and from the other side "Only

the elect of God enter here." This mystery form of compatibilism often embraces

the preceding definition of freedom of the will, which in fact contradicts with

their definition of detemIinism. This mystery approach need not flee into

ambiguity or contradiction so readily if it can clarify its definitions and nuance its

answers. This paper will sample the range of options in the spectrum of freedom

and responsibility in order to sensitize the reader to these issues and then explore

compatibilism for a noncontradictory resolution of freedom and determinism that

clarifies their relationship in a nicely nuanced way.

On one end of the spectrum is existentialism. Here determinism applies

only to things, not to human consciousness. The essence of human consciousness

is freedom itself and thus responsibility is unavoidable, as Sartre said "because

freedom is condemned to be free."1 Laurie Anderson playfully sings this

perspective "You were born, so you're free; Happy Birthday." Howev~;'freedom

exists not just in the abstract but also in the concrete as freedom to change or to

do in the situation! "Thus I am absolutely free and absolutely responsible for my

situation. But I am never free except in situation."3 However, absolute freedom

does not mean that I can change the situation without regard for the qther, "the

Other's freedom confers limits on my situation, but I can experience these limits

only if I recover this being-for-others which I am and if} give to it a meaning in

the light of the ends which I have chosen.',4 The rock "group .'Rush" testifies to

choosing free will and reminds us in their song "Freewill" that "if you choose not

to decide that you still have made a choice."

I Jean-Paul Sartre, Being and Nothingness (New York: Washington Square Press, 1956),

2 Sartre, p. 650.

3 Sartre, p. 652.

4 Sartre, p. 675.
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Libertarianism is a popular philosophical option on the freedom side

because it allows for some events not to be caused but rather be the results of free

choice and moral responsibility. Normal libertarianism is defined by the

commitments to: I) incompatibilism (an agent acts with free will only if the act is

not determined by anything outside the agent), and 2) the principle of alternative

possibilities (an agent acts with free will only if he could have done otherwise).

This view is illustrated and argued by Daniel Dennett in Elbow Room, and Peter

Van Inwagen in An Essay on Free Will.5 They insist on free will because the

alternatives would be like being in prison, or being hypnotized or being paralyzed,

or being a puppet, and most do not find these to be attractive options because

these illustrations of determinism tend to remove normally recogliized personal

traits from humans. Dennett develops a few of these personal traits under the idea

of freedom.

We all take deliberation seriously, and would hate to learn that we
are deluded to do so. We plan for the future; we lie awake nights
gnawing at the bones of indecision, worrying ~bout what to do and
why; we promise ourselves that we will be more circumspect in the
future. If we find ourselves on a jury, we try especially hard to pay
close attention to the evidence presented, so we can render a
responsible verdict. Is all this worry and work wasted? Is it
somehow a sham or delusion? Many people are afraid that it is, if
determinism is true.6

We believe that our plans and efforts effect a change or make a difference in some

way besides raising our blood pressure. We deliberate as if our futures were open

with real opportunities. This allows for humans to have limitations as determined

by the circumstances in which we find ourselves. For example, we may be free to

decide to paint our house and which rooms to paint which color but we are

determined to need to open a paint can to get the paint out of the can as we begin

s Daniel Dennett, Elbow Room: The Varieties of Free Will Worth Wanting (Cambridge:

MIT Press, 1985) and Peter Van Inwagen, An Essay on Free Will (Oxford: Clarendon Press,

1983). 6 Dennett, p. 101.
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to paint. Likewise, we may feel as though the earth is a restrictive jail limiting

our movements by gravity holding us down as well as making our paint drips fall

one direction but it is very different in that there is no obvious jailer. In this,

conscience and character are not really deterministic features because they

undergo moral development which reflects the heritage of choices which we have

made. Thus, decisions based on character and conscience are merely reflecting

earlier decisions which we have made. Christian libertarians remind us that the

Bible has a lot of commands and promised blessings if we complete these plans.

For example, the poor in spirit who associate with Christ are to be viewed as

blessed "for theirs is the kingdom" and likewise the gentle who associate with

Christ "shall inherit the earth" (Mt. 5:3, 5). Furthermore, Jesus described the

decisions which people make in coming to Him as making a difference in their

lives.

Everyone who comes to Me, and hears My words, and acts upon
them, I will show you who he is like: he is like a man building a
foundation upon the rock; and when a flood rose, the torrent burst
against that house and could not shake it, because it had been well
built. But the one who has heard, and has not acted, is like a man
who built a house upon the ground without any foundation; and the
torrent burst against it and immediately it collapsed, and the ruin of
that house was great (Lk. 6:47-49).

Such authentic choice among multiple options presented as available to them

which choice effects a change for which they are responsibly rewarded, can be

understood as real free will. Likewise, it looks as thoup some aspects of God's

will are not realized when the human will expresseS itself since God is "not

wishing for any to perish but for all to come to repentance" and the ungodly are

destroyed (2 Pet. 3:7, 9). Often this presents God as within time and involved in

the affairs of humans in a way that looks like He limits His power so that humans

can actually choose and He lets them go as they choose: Another way to resolve

7 Bruce Reichenbach's presentation is an articulate example of this resolution in Basinger

ed. Predestination and Free Will (Downers Grove, Inter Varsity, 1986), pp. 101-24.
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these scenarios limits God's knowledge to the events that are past history, or to

what He can bring about Himself or conjecture about the future.8 In this view,

omniscience means that the temporal God knows all that can be known and since

future decisions which have not been decided cannot be known ( even by

foreknowledge) without removing them from free will, no one knows them until

they are actually decided in time.

Eleonore Stump wishes to position herself in a modified libertarianism

that gives up the principle of alternative possibilities.9 To accomplish this

modified libertarianism she proposes a Frankfurt story which she modifies from

John Mark Fisher as follows:lo

Suppose that a neurosurgeon Grey wants his patient Jones
to vote for Republicans in the upcoming election. Grey has a
neuroscope which lets him both observe and bring about neural
firings which correlate with acts of will on Jones's part. Through
his neuroscope, Grey ascertains that every time Jones wills to vote
for Republican candidates, that the act of his will correlates with
the completion ofa sequence ofneural firings in Jones's brain that
always includes, near its beginning, the firing of neurons a, b, c
(call this neural sequence 'R'). On the other hand, Jones willing to
vote for Democratic candidates is correlated with the completion
of a different neural sequence that always includes, near the
beginning, the firings ofneurons x. y, z, none ofwhich is the same
as those in neural sequence R (call this neural sequence 'D'). For
simplicity sake, suppose that neither neural sequence R nor neural
sequence D is also correlated with any further set of mental acts.
Again for simplicity's sake, suppose that Jones's only relevant
options.are an act of will to vote for Republicans or an act of will
to vote for democrats.

Then Grey can tune his neuroscope accordingly. Whenever
the neuroscope detects the firing of x, y, z, the initial sequence, so
that it isn't brought to completion. The neuroscope then activates

8 Clark Pinnock presents an articulate example of this in Basinger ed. Predestination and

Free Will, (Downers Grove, Inter Varsity, 1986), pp. 143-62.
9 Eleonore Stump, Papers and discussion at the Wheaton Philosophy Conference Oct 21-

23, 1999 entitled" Alternative Possibilities and Responsibility: The Flicker of freedom, " and "Free

Will."
10 Stump, "Alternative Possibilities and Responsibility: The Flicker of Freedom" pp. 5-6,

cf. John Mark Fisher, "Responsibility and Control," Journal ofPhilosophy 89 (1982) p. 26.
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the coercive neurological mechanism which fires the neurons of
neural sequence R, thereby bringing it about that Jones wills to
vote for Republicans. But if the neuroscope detects the firing of a,
b, c, the initial neurons in neural sequence R. which is correlated
with the act of will to vote for Republicans, then the neuroscope
does not interrupt that neural sequence. It doesn't activate the
coercive neurological mechanism, and neural sequence R
continues, culminating in Jones's willing to vote for Republicans,
without Jones's being caused to will in this way by Grey.

And suppose that in (G) Grey does not act to bring about
neural sequence R. but that Jones wills to vote for Republicans
without Grey's coercing him to do so.

It certainly seems as if Jones is morally responsible for his
act ofwill to vote for Republicans, and yet it also seems true that it
was not possible for Jones to do anything other than willing to vote

Republicans.

It is from this scenario that Stump concludes for a libertarianism that maintains a

commitment to incompatibilism while jettisoning the commitment to the principle

of alternative possibilities. The author asked Stump the question, what if the

patient Jones and the neuroscope fired the R neural sequence simultaneously

without either being prior to the other, wouldn't there be authentic ghoice and

moral responsibility in this new scenario? Stump was unwilling to allow for this

compatibilist option, identifying that she still is a modified libertarian. However,

I wonder if such a Frankfurt story does not indeed permit an authentic choice and

responsibility when the neuroscope does not in fact provide anything that Jones'

choice in fact provides. ,
On the other extreme of incompatibilism, fatalism identifies that whatever

happens is necessary and unavoidable because there is~only divine control. For

example, the earliest Islamic tradition is built on a strong belief of

uncompromising fatalism, "Allah has willed it."11 By the beginning of the eighth

century some Muslims began to question this dogma, particularly from the

members of Kadariya sect. In reaction to their questioning, a sect of extreme

llRobert Kingdon, "Detenl1inism in Theology: Predestination" in the Dictionary of the

History of Ideas, vol. 2, p. 29.
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predestination fonned called Djabriya. They argued that man bears no

responsibility of any kind for any of the actions which seem to come from him.

This makes man merely an automaton, which idea was too extreme for most

Muslims. A variety of intennediate positions generally prevailed but the mature

position in Islam orthodoxy, today, still endorses a strong measure of

determinism. Tom Robbins parodies this fatalistic position in his novel, Even

Cowgirls Get the Blues:

For Christmas that year, Julian gave Sissy a miniature Tyrolean
village. The craftsmanship was remarkable. There was a tiny
cathedral whose stained-glass windows made fruit salad of
sunlight. There was a plaza and ein Biergarten. The Biergarten
got quite noisy on Saturday nights. There was a bakery that
smelled always of hot bread and strudel. There was a town hall
and a police station, with cutaway sections that revealed standard
amounts of red tape and coInlption. There were little Tyroleans in
leather britches, intricately stitched, ...There were ski shops and
many other interesting things, including an orphanage. The
orphanage was designed to catch fire and bum down every
Christmas Eve. Orphans would dash into the snow with their
nightgowns blazing. Terrible. Around the second week of
January, afire inspector would come and poke through the ruins,
muttering, "If they had only listened to me, those children would
be alive today.12

Notice how the repetition of the orphanage drama year after year ( echoing

Nietzsche's idea of eternal recurrence, in which everything happens again and

again) seems to rob the little world of any real meaning. It is the repetition of the

fire inspectors lament year after year that makes it sound so hollow.

Akin to this vertical determinism is a horizontal determinism of hard

determinism. In hard determinism causality is necessary as the sufficient reason.

If God is involved in hard determinism it is more as a master act that set up a

semi-deistic model to run its own horizontal deterministic course. Mechanical

\2 Tom Robbins, Even Cowgirls Get the Blues (New York: Bantam Books, 1976), pp.

191-92.
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determinism excludes hwnan responsibility for everything is programmed into the

mechanical world. Classical Newtonian physics is built largely within a hard

detenninism. Like a billiard ball universe that has objects moving, one can

calculate which forces and which balls now at rest have caused the present

movement and what the movement will become in time until they are stopped by

friction or a pocket in which gravity removes them from this plain. Even the

relativistic universe of Einstein operates in hard detenninism but the billiard ball

particles' size has merely shrunk to the microscopic electron or photon traveling

no more than a maximwn light speed if the billiard table is a vacuwn, or expanded

to the huge size of stars and galaxies which can gravitationally bend the path of

light traveling by it. In 1901 Edington observed that light from a distant star bent

during a solar eclipse as it traveled by the sun and the moon. In 1961 Frish and

Smith compared the life span of mu-mesons traveling near the speed of light as

compared to those they were able to stop in their bubble chamber on top of Mt.

Washington and at the sea shore. They observed what Einstein had predicted;

time was slowed down at fast speeds because the fast moving mu-mezons lived

longer than the stationary ones. Even Heizenberg's uncertainty principle is

operating within a billiard ball universe of hard determinism except that the

available tools to find the location of an electron can only (practically speaking)

find either the velocity or the location, but not both at the same time. To find the

location of a microscopic particle requires bombarding the particle with a series of

microscopic particles during which each ricochets identifying the location of the

particle. The problem is they each impart some new change in velocity to the test

particle thus rendering the velocity of the test particle unknown to the

experimenter. To find the velocity of a microscopic particle requires directing

only one microscopic particle at the test particle, it ricochets so that the velocity

will be able to be computed, however the location is unknown since the

experimenter only has one ricochet to use. Heizenberg recognized that on this

microscopic scale the indeterminacy was only a practical experimental
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phenomena and not real indetenninacy. It was with Neils Bohr's quantum

mechanics that the deterministic universe was sometimes superceded by a real

universe of indetenninacy as the electrons shared space in the electron cloud or

unpredictably jumped between electron clouds emitting or absorbing energy as

they change their relation to the nucleus. At any given point in time the

experimenter could have only a statistical probability that an electron was within a

particular cloud, he could not be sure. This quantum indetenninacy is appealed to

by libertarianism to show the inability of a horizontal hard detenninism excluding

authentic choice.13 However, even though (on a microscopic level) quantum

physics with its unpredictability was no longer within hard detenninism, often on

a macroscopic scale or on a probability level, detenninism was a reasonable

assumption because the microscopic indetenninacies of quantum cancelled each

other out when considered macroscopically. Likewise, in the 1980's and 1990's

the scientific community had a fling with chaos theory before they realized that

what looked random on one level of analysis (i.e. velocity) produced a very

predictable pattern on another level of analysis (i.e. acceleration) and that there

were mathematical ways to describe the relationship between them (such as

integration or differentiation). These days, chaos theory is more accurately

referred to as complexity theory; the reasonable assumption of a hard detenninism

has simply become a more complex hard detenninism. However, hard

detenninism attempted to move to animals and humans with fields like

behaviorism and social engineering. Pavlov could make his dogs salivate at

predictable times. Many psychologists find warrant for their theories by the

indirect verification provided by those patients who recover through their counsel.

However, the psychologist's patients do not always do what the psychologist

expects and sometimes they do not take her counsel. On a personal level, a

human is deciding between attractions that the options provide. Are the tools of

moral production too complex to produce predictable behavior or are there moral

13 E.g. Eleonore Stump in discussions with the author.
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agents involved in the process that do not chose the option we might like them to

choose? How well has social engineering's prison system refonned its prisoners

which society sends it? Might prisoners also have a will and might the prison

system be treating them like responsible agents to be punished for their evil

deeds? In court, is it the society that is sentenced to rehabilitate or the prisoner

who is judged? If the prisoner is viewed as the responsible agent to be punished

then hard detenninism does not apply to people.

Luther's view in Bondage of the Will works a hybrid of hard determinism

of flesh and Satan as combined with a divine fatalism which either keeps men

bound in their sins or else rescues them by God's grace. Luther holds to the

bondage of the will by our human condition as flesh under sin that we find

ourselves in this side of Adam's fall. The fact that man is flesh (as Romans 8

describes) indicates that the non-Christian is full of pride and self assertion

preventing him from achieving genuine love of men or God. While Adam sinned

willingly and freely in the fall, we are born with a will to sin so that as a non-

Christian a man is inescapably inclined to sin and chooses sin voluntarily within

this inclination of his nature.14 God imprisons man's will to manY's own sinful

nature and to Satan as a sentence for original sin, condemning man to forfeit his

original freedom to do good. Man is bound by his own sinful nature but each man

is responsible and legally guilty for his own sin because it is his own nature and

will that chooses these sins.1s The guilt is man's own because God has given him

the Law, but man constantly acts contrary to the Law. In this moral condition

man cannot escape by natural powers such as discip~ne to produce love, purity

and humility (for these are not obtained by practice 'but by new birth).16 Even

though man has lost every capacity to do good in matters concerning his

relationship to God. there remains a passive capacity so that he can be grasped by

14 Martin Luther, Werke, 18:693; 39:378-79 also John Calvin The Institutes of the

Christian Religion, 2:1-3.
IS Luther, Werke, 16:143; 18:693; 39:379.
16 Luther, Werke. 10:92-93
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grace and God's Spirit and be recreated for everlasting life.17 The decision of

who will be saved and who will be damned is solely and actively God's, so that

His will is unconditional in His detenninism of the fate of all men.18 Luther

expresses his view in flamboyant vivid statements as he circles around the central

themes of justification by grace in Christ. Through humanistic analysis, Calvin

frames his view more consistently as double predestination, primarily arguing

from Ephesians 1 :4-5 that divine choice to place us in Christ is accomplished

before the foundation of the world; this means that it is accomplished by God

without any regard for our own worth.19 The Christian is a new creation whom

God-has created from the sinner so that as a justified sinner he now can live the

life of faith that the Spirit prompts.20

The whole debate over predestination came to one of its historic climaxes

early in the seventeenth century under the disagreement of two Calvinist

professors. Jacob Arminius, who had studied in Geneva with Calvin's successors,

tried to modify Calvin's doctrine in order to reduce its harshness and create some

role for human responsibility. The views of Arrninius were most succinctly stated

after his death in a five-point Remonstrance drafted by his followers in 1610.

This document urged a libertarian option as follows: 1) that God's decree of

salvation is conditional, benefiting only those who by an act of will accept and

persevere in faith; 2) that God's universal love is reflected in the fact that Christ

died for all men, although only believers are benefited; 3) that man can truly do

good, after he is born again through the Holy Spirit; 4) that man can perversely

resist God's offer of grace; 5) that the faithful receive divine assistance in leading

the good life, but only if they want this assistance and do not remain inactive.

The Remonstrance provoked a bitter controversy in which Francis Gomarus led

the attack. The controversy spread beyond The Netherlands to other countries

17 Luther, Werke, 18:636.
18 Luther uses Romans 9-11 as the basis for God's double predestination, as evident in

Works, 35:378.
19 Calvin, 3:21-22.
20 Luther, Lectures on Romans, 15:128, also Calvin 3:19.
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where Calvinistic influences were strong. The controversy was temporarily

settled in a general synod of representatives of all the Reformed churches, held in

Dort, 1618-19. The Synod ofDort was dominated by the Gomarists, so it adopted

a five point retort to the Remonstrance called the five points of Calvinism: I)

Total depravity- man in his natural state is so totally corrupt and helpless that he

is incapable of even desiring salvation; 2) Unconditional election-God's

predestination decrees derive solely from His decisions, and do not in any way

depend on the beliefs or the behavior of individuals; 3) Limited atonement-Christ

died for the elect alone, not for all mankind; 4) Irresistible grace-once God begins

to save a person this person is helpless to resist, and automatically is saved; 5)

Perseverance of the saints-God so assists His elect to adopt the correct beliefs and

to live the proper way of life that it is impossible for them to fall from grace. This

is sometimes called TULIP , an acronym based on the initial letters of the five

points. This deterministic formula limits man's freedom and exalts God's

sovereignty on every point. However, despite Gomarus' urgings, the synod

refused to adopt a clear supralapsarian formula (in the divine decrees

predestination of some to life and others to death was antecedent tOc God's

prescience of the creation and the fall), but settled on one with infralapsarian

elements (God's election of some to everlasting life was consequent to His

prescience concerning the fall of man and thus was a remedial measure).

Augustine holds a compatibilist view that has since become known as soft

determinism. Augustine defended philosophical free will in his case against

Manicheism and the problem of evil. In a context lik~ this, human free will

permits God to judge sin.21 Yet the free will never determines itself without a

motive:2 No one except God has the power to determine what ideas enter a

person's mind but the will remains free because it agrees with or rejects what has

come to mind. God not only gives such gracious motives but knows in advance

how man's free will shall respond. In this, foreknowledge has no more influence

21 Augustinc, Epist. 214, 2.
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on the future than memory has on the past!3 Augustine changed his emphasis

from free will to sovereignly initiated grace in 396 A.D. when he was elevated to

bishop. In de praedestinatione sanctorum I, 2 he responded to some of

Simplicianus' questions such as, Why did God hate Esau in an attempt to explain

the meaning of Romans 9:10-29? Augustine sees God as absolutely sovereign so

that no act of virtue is performed without a gift of God's grace since He is the

unique source of all good!4 This grace is explained by him as being like offering

candy to a baby who then runs to it because he is so attracted to it!5 Augustine

writes that God provides the natural grace as an internal providence that prepares

efficacious motives for the will of all and more narrowly providing grace-

enabling Christian virtues of which faith is one!6 He then goes on to say that

Man possessed free will before the fall. In the wake of the fall man's free will

remains but the corrupted human nature on its own only provides the free will

with options of inclinations to do sin!7 The one who believes does so because in

the elect the will is prepared by God!8 Thus after this preparation the will can

theoretically refuse, but it will not refuse because God knows how to prepare it by

the choice of His grace. When the will receives the efficacious grace of faith the

will gives its consent fully !9 Furthermore, in baptism original sin is effaced and

forgiven so that it is no longer a sin for the one baptized, leaving us with our own

inclinations and deeds.3o In this manner, if two men are equally tempted, there is

no other reason why one resists the temptation while the other falls than the free

choice of their wills.31

22 Augustine, Opus imper. ContraJul. 1.41.
23 Augustine, de civ. Dei 5.9.1-4; de lib. arb. 3.3.6-8; in Joannis evan. tract. 53.4.
24 Augustine, Expos. Rom. 55, 60, 61; de nuptiis et concupiscentia II, 4, 12; Contra

Julianum haeresis Pelagianorum defensorem V, 20, 40.
25 Augustine, In Joannis Evangelium tractatus 26, 5.
26 Eugene Portalie, A Guide to the 77Iought of Saint Augustine. Chicago, 1960, p. 196.
27 Augustine, de nat. et grat. 3, 3 cf. n. 18; de grat. et lib. arb. 2, 4; Contra duas epistolas

Pelagianorum ad Bonifacium Papam 1. 2, 5; III, 8, 24; IV, 3.
28 Augustine, de praedestinatione sanctorum ad Prosperum et Hilarium 5,10.
29 Augustine, de gratia Christi.7-10, 8-11.
30 Augustine, Contra duas epistolas Pelagianorum ad Bonifacium Papam I, 13, 27.
31 Augustine, Epist. 186, 9, 33.
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Semi-Pelagianism or, more accurately, the Massilion controversy, rejected

the Augustinian predestinationism of de praedestinatione sanctorum I, 2. For

example, John Cassian exclaimed "He is truly free who has begun to be your

prisoner, O Lord." Cassian was trying to remind the Christians of the need to

cooperate with God's transfonI1ing power. This served as a mild expression of

Pelagian views, which saw man as able to will the kingdom attributes on his own

because God had commanded him to do so. In the wake of these views,

Pelagianism was mildly censured in 415 A.D. at Jerusalem and Dsiospolis, and

then strongly condemned at Ephesus in 431 A.D .

The Westminister Confession of Faith maintains a compatibilism of divine

determinism with free will among humans only in the initial and glorified states.

The detenninism is briefly put in the discussion of providence.32

God, the great creator of all things, doth uphold, direct, dispose,
and govern all creatures, actions, and things, from the greatest even
to the least, by His most wise and holy providence, according to
his infallible foreknowledge, and the free and immutable counsel
of His own will, to the praise of the glory of His wisdom, power,
justice, goodness, and mercy.

The Westminster Confession also sees free will as initially a gift of God,

corrupted by mankind, hindering them in their sin and only redeemable by God's

grace in the state of glory .33

I. God bath endued the will of man with that natural liberty, that it is
neither forced, nor by any absolute necessity'Of nature detemlined, togood or evil. .

2. Man, in his state of innocency, had freedom and power to will and to
do that which is good and well pleasing to God; but yet mutably, so
that he might fall from it.

3. Man, by his fall into a state of sin, hath wholly lost all ability ofwiU to
any spiritual good accompanying salvation; so as a natural man, being

32 The Westminster Confession of Faith, ch. 5

33lbid. ch. 9.
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altogether averse from that good, and dead in sin, is not able, by his
own strength, to convert himself, or to prepare himself thereunto.

4. When God converts a sinner, and translates him into the state of grace,
he freeth him from his natural bondage under sin, and is spiritually
good; yet so as that, by reason of his remaining corruption, he doth not
perfectly nor only will that which is good, but doth also will that which
is evil.

5. The will of man is made perfectly and immutably free to do good
alone in the state of glory only.

Jonathan Edwards follows Locke in defining free will as the power a

person has to act in accordance with his will or to choose and to act as he

pleases.34 The reverse of such freedom of the will would be constraint (which

forces a person to do contrary to his own will) or restraint (which hinders man

from doing according to his will). So for Edwards free will can be summarized

as:

I. authentic choice,

2. which effects a change,

3. for which you are responsible,

4. and you act without psychological compulsion even though it may also

be determined by another.

Following Augustine, there is a teleological necessity of a detenniner behind the

will, such as God or motive, to choose as the cause to produce effects upon

itself.35 With God as omniscient in His foreknowledge, God is the determiner of

all that happens and there is a practical necessity for everything that happens.36

This omniscient foreknowledge is amply demonstrated by Biblical prophecy

34 Jonathan Edwards, Freedom of the Will, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1957),

1:1, p. 137; 1:5, p. 163; 2:1, p. 172-73.
35 That is, the will does not choose alone or it would be a contradictory infinite regress of

will and there must be a sufficient reason for the will choosing such as in a motive or divine
choice that grounds it or starts it moving. Edwards, 1:2, p. 141; 2:2, p. 176-7s7; 2:3, p. 182-3; 2:4,
p. 186-87.

36 Edwards, 2:1-12, p. 239-69.
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being fulfilled. The practical necessity is required by the fact that God's mind

knows everything in a necessary or nonchanging way and that which is known by

God to occur, must occur. At this point, Edwards also embraces something like a

Newtonian hard determinism because every act of the will must have a cause not

merely in the vertical sense but in the preceding consequent cause, as in a series

of billiard balls transferring their momentum down a row.37 Since Adam's sin,

humanity continues to reverberate with sin and the moral inability to be

blameless.38 Humans are still blameworthy even though they are sincere because

their will is not indifferent but reflects the mix of virtues and vices that are present

therein and so acts freely .39 The essence of a virtue or a vice (dispositions of the

heart and the acts of the will), lies not in their cause, but in their nature.40 So that,

God who determines all events (including sins) for His holy and glorious ends is

not the author of sin (which is the moral choice for evil); the human moral agent

is the author of sin and especially Adam (who by perfect accident chose sin,

beginning the billiard ball sequence of depravity).41 Since the moral choice is

also the human's to make, as an expression of the image of God in man, then

humans retain freedom of the will and moral responsibility for their choice as

well.42

Anselm maintained that free will is a power of preserving the voluntary

rectitude; man though fallen still possesses this potential to choose, thus having

free will. However, no power is capable of actualizing potential unaided. If the

potential is to be actualized it must be actualized by God's concursus.43 This

teaching fostered the thirteenth century doctrine of concursus simultaneus. In this

view there is a non-exclusive redundancy of theistic determinism with viable

human free choice and responsibility. To help resolve this relationship Anselm

37 Edwards, 2:13, p.270-73.
38 Edwards, 3:3-4, p. 295-311.
39 Edwards, 3:5-7, p. 312-33.
40 Edwards, 4:1, p.337-42.
41 Edwards, 4:9-10, p. 397-414.
42 Edwards, 1:3-5, p. 149-67; 4:4, p. 357-64.
43 Anse1m, de lib. arb. 3.
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appeals to the concept of necessity in foreknowledge in a different way than

Edwards. Anselm recognizes that since God foreknows all that will happen as it

will happen then the events will necessarily happen. However, these events

necessarily happen voluntarily.

I might say: "It is necessary that you are going to sin voluntarily"
or "It is necessary that, voluntarily; you are not going to sin"-just
as God foreknows. But these statements must be construed to
mean that something prevents the act ofwill which shall not occur,
or compels that act of will which shall not occur, or compels that
act of will which shall occur. For God, who forsees that some
action is going to occur voluntarily, foreknows the very fact that
the will is neither compelled nor prevented by anything. Hence
what is done voluntarily is done freely. Therefore, if these matters
are carefully pondered, I think that no inconsistency prevents
freedom of choice and God's foreknowledge from coexisting.44

Anselm resolves the tension by recognizing that many events are contingent

events dependent upon the human free will. Viewing God's foreknowledge as

knowing in response to the human choice as through a "subsequent necessity,

does not compel anything to be.'045 Since God eternally foreknows in simplicity

there is no logical sequence of this divine knowledge and choice. Often Anselm

retains Augustine's notion of God's providential grace that woos and lures human

wills to decide in particular ways, but it is not as prominent as Augustine has it.

Anselm really has a cooperative simultaneity or a nonexclusive redundancy of the

divine and human wills.

Thomas Aquinas embraces the view of compatible simultaneous causes

with a non-exclusive redundancy of theistic determinism and viable responsible

free choice.46 Theistic determinism is affirmed as the ultimate causal ground

upon the choice of God's will. Thomas writes, "We must hold that the will of

44 Anselm, Foreknowledge and Freechoice, section 2 in Readings in Medieval

Philosophf edited by Andrew Schoedinger, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), p. 205.
4 Anselm, sect. 2, p. 206.
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God is the cause of things, and that He acts by the will, and not as some have

supposed, by a necessity of His nature,'.47 and again "The will of God is the

universal cause of all things, it is impossible that the divine will should not

produce its effect.'.48 The rationale for this is that God is the first agent so that

effects are wrought in their cause after the manner of their cause before the

creation is made and, according to Psalm 113: 11, God does all that He wills.

"Now God wills some things to be done necessarily, some contingently, that there

might be an order to things, for the building up of the universe.'.49 An example of

this determinist divine choice of contingent things is evident when God wills good

which by implication has evil attached to it such as natural defect or

punishment.50 God does not will sin. it is merely the implication of the good He

wills. "It is necessary that the type of order of things towards their end should

preexist in the divine mind, and the type of things ordered towards an end is,

properly speaking, providence."51 In God's omniscience He immutably knows all

things, even the future contingent things as ~ntingent.52 God actively chooses

the elect out of His goodness for their salvation, and the reprobate for their

damnation on account of their sin.53 Thomas finds Biblical justificati6ri for this

active double choice of God in Romans 9:22-23 and 2 Timothy 2:20.54 So the

order of predestination and the specific individuals of predestination are certain;

yet the compatible free choice which is the effect of predestination remains

contingent.55 "Man has free choice, otherwise counsels, exhortations,

46 Aquinas, 11Ie Summa 11Ie%gica Pt. I. Q 23. Art. 6. I answer that and Q 83. Art. 1.
ReplyObj. 3. ,

Aquinas, 11Ie Summa 11Ie%gica Pt. I. Q 19. Art. 4. I answer that.
48 Aquinas, 11Ie Summa 11Ie%gica Pt. I. Q 19. Art. 6. I answer that.
.9 Aquinas, 11Ie Summa 11Ieologica Pt. I. Q 19. Art. 8. I answer that.
so Aquinas, 11Ie Summa 11Ieologica Pt. I. Q 19. Art. 9. I answer that.
SI Aquinas, 11Ie Summa 11Ieologica Pt. I. Q 22. Art. 1. I answer that.
S2 Aquinas, 11Ie Summa 11Ie%gica Pt. I. Q 14. Art. 13. I answer that, and Art. 15 I

answer that.
SJ Aquinas, 11Ie Summa 11Ieologica Pt. I. Q 23. Art. 3. I answer that, and Art. 4. I answer

that.
54 Aquinas, 11Ie Summa 11Ieologica Pt. I. Q 23. Art. 5. Reply Obj. 3.
ss Aquinas, 11Ie Summa 11Ieologica Pt. I. Q 23. Art. 6. I answer that and Art. 7. I answer

that.
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commands, prohibitions, rewards, and punishments would be in vain."S6

Additionally, "we have free choice because we can take one thing while refusing

another, and this is to choose."S7 Unfortunately man's free will has chosen to sin

and this will alone is a sufficient cause for sin being accomplished.ss Because of

Adam's and our own sin man is depraved in mind and operates in a kind of

ignorance so that we do not properly value the things and options about us, so on

our own we do not properly choose. Man needs divine grace from God as the

First Mover to will or to do any good whatsoever.S9 This divine grace serves as

final cause through which the human will serves as the efficient cause

transformed by God so that intrinsically Christian character and acts can be

chosen by the Christian's free will. Man is completely unable to produce

everlasting life, to rise above sin, to embrace and maintain Christian virtue unless

God graciously renders it SO.60 With God's gracious detenninistic choice, the

Christian freely chooses the Christian virtue and everlasting life that attracts his

will. Both God's choice and man's choice are included in a nonexclusive

redundancy ofwills compatibly held together.

I propose a compatibilist resolution of the problem which is closely

aligned to Aquinas' and Anselm's framework, with less Aristotelianism. For

example, divine causation is not limited to being a first or final cause, rather it is

more a redundant efficient cause. In this model I embrace the definition of free

will which we teased out of Locke and Edwards, namely, that the will is properly

designated as free since the will has:

1 authentic choice,

2 which effects a change,

3 for which you are responsible,

56 Aquinas, The Summa Theologica Pt I. Q 83. Art. 1. I answer that.

57 Aquinas, The Summa Theologica Pt I. Q 83. Art. 3. I answer that.

5S Aquinas, The Summa Theologica Pt II. Q 75. Art. 2. I answer that and Art. 3 I answer

that.
59 Aquinas, The Summa 77Ieologica Pt. n. Q 109. Art. 2. I answer that.
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4 and you act without psychological compulsion even though it may also

be determined by another.

Abundant commands, exhortations, rewards, and judgments in the Biblical text

identify that humans have authentic choice that effects a change for which we are

responsible with no evidence of psychological compulsion. For example, the

poor in spirit who associate with Christ are to be viewed as blessed "for theirs is

the kingdom" and likewise the gentle who associate with Christ "shall inherit the

earth" (Mt. 5:3, 5). Furthermore, Jesus described the decisions which people

make in coming to Him as making a difference in their lives.

Everyone who comes to Me, and hears My words, and acts upon
them, I will show you whom he is like: he is like a man building a
foundation upon the rock; and when a flood rose, the torrent burst
against that house and could not shake it, because it had been well
built. But the one who has heard, and has not acted, is like a man
who built a house upon the ground without any foundation; and the
torrent burst against it and immediately it collapsed, and the ruin of
that house was great (Lk. 6:47-49).

Such authentic choice among multiple options presented as available to them,

(which choice effects a change for which they are responsibly rewarded) can be

understood as real free will in the philosophical sense. Thus human free will is

best understood to retain its contingent sense, open to new choices, changes and

outcomes.

This perspective leaves us within the framewdrk of compatibility of

sovereignty and free will because there is a nonexclusive redundancy of the

sovereign will and the human free will. One can think of these redundant causes

as compatible because they are both efficacious and need to be analyzed within

their own character. In the classroom I illustrate this redundant causality by

speeding an eraser toward the floor. What made it go down? My hand and

60 Aquinas, The Summa Theologica Pt. n. Q 109. Art. 2, 5, 7-9. I answer that.
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gravity sent it to the floor for they both operated on the eraser to bring about the

very same effect that the eraser would descend at a particular rate. If either was

not there the eraser would still have descended at the same rate but both causes

brought about the same effect. This example shows the philosophical possibility

of an active detenninism being compatibly connected with free will. Now any

illustration will have limitations as it illustrates a particular aspect of the issue. In

our world erasers do not themselves have will even though this can show the

compatibility of redundant causes. Another picture might involve, say, a

Christian hypnotist employed as entertainment. You might think that this is

outrageous so you have to take this event in. So you purpose to go to the event

but because you feel a little awkward about the event you decide to try to

evangelize someone afterward at the restaurant across the street. Unknown to

you, when the hypnotist first arrived on campus, he had requested a student

directory and set about choosing people to whom to give suggestions. As it turns

out he chose to have you try to evangelize someone at the restaurant after the

meeting is over. When the hypnotist stages his performance, it is a grand time

with your roommate barking like a dog and other activities all in fun. So when

your name is called you go up and the suggestion (made while you are

hypnotized) is given. When the meeting is over you have a deep compulsion to

evangelize someone at the restaurant across the street. Here both wills cooperate

together for the same effect retaining a legitimate free will because you made an

authentic choice without the feeling of external compulsion and someone might

get saved from this night of evangelism with you being rewarded for your

faithfulness. This illustration shows that redundant wills can be compatibly

intertwined within a soft determinism without abusing either but does not show

that God in fact works this way. A better illustration is that of the Biblical authors

writing Scripture. For example, as Peter writes 2 Peter at such a time that his

death is coming quickly, he expresses his heart about reminding his readers of

their salvation and their need to live virtuously in light of this (2 Pet. 1: 5-15). He
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follows this with his own testimony of what he has seen at the transfiguration. So

Peter is using his personal word, experience and content choice as he writes this

Scripture. However, we recognize what Peter goes on to say, that Scripture is

produced by the active inspiration of the Holy Spirit Who breathes His word into

the text and moves the writer wherever He wishes the Scripture to go (2 Tim.

3:16-17; 2 Pet. 1:20-21). Now that divine determinism is being considered in

these illustrations the compatibility has more guarantee to reflect both wills even

though the mechanism of direct deteIminism or soft determinism is not clarified

in the texts. The character of Peter is reflected in what he says as well as the

inerrant divinely authoritative message which we need to apply as from God.

However, the divine activity is not just compatibly involved in such encouraging

ways; even in the most heinous sins God is compatibly involved with the sinner in

the sin, yet He remains righteous. For example, killing Christ would be included

among the most heinous sins. The sovereign determinism of the killing of Christ

is twice developed in parallel as foreknown and predetermined by .GQd (Acts

2:23). Then in the same breath ( evidencing that it is a compatibilism) Peter twice

develops in parallel that the Jews killed Christ by the hands of lawless men,

namely Romans. This was a non-coerced choice of rebellion that brought about

the effect of the death of Christ for which they were responsible, since Peter calls

them to repent from this opposition. The religious leaders' choice for rebellion

continues to be compatible with its sovereign orchestration as evident in the way

both statements continue to be held within the disciple!s prayer (Acts 4:27-28).

Both the divine determinism (in what seems to be a fatalism) and the free choice

compatibly brought about the Jew's sin even though God did not sin in this event.

God's sovereignty is Biblically claimed in countless ways. Yahweh is the

king Who continues to reign overall while the earthly kings reign over miniature

plots for a moment (Isa. 6). Yahweh presents Himself as a suzerain or great king

through the form of documents of revelation (namely: Exodus-Leviticus,

Deuteronomy, and Joshua 24). When suzerain Yahweh challenged Egypt, the
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most powerful nation of that time, Yahweh destroyed Egypt and their pantheon of

gods in order to lead Israel out to the promised land. Yahweh is the incomparable

One Who is superior to all and thus accomplishes His will of judging sinners and

rescuing those He has chosen (Isa. 40-48). As sovereign Yahweh predicts and

guarantees that these predictions will come to pass for there is no rival to God

(Isa. 44:6-8). When the history of the world runs its course God's kingdom will

again conquer indicating that He continues to reign (e.g. Dan. 2:45).

God's sovereign choice includes everything within the decree as divine

initiation determining what would come to pass. This is a view of meticulous

providence on God's part. Paul in Romans 9 explains the process of God's

determinism as dependent and initiated by Him so that the Christians do not have

to fear being overwhelmed by evil. God overwhelmingly conquers for the

Christian even as some are dying a martyr's death so that their inheritance with

Christ is guaranteed. God's purpose is initiated by Him in promise before any

choice could be made by the participants "in order that God's purpose according

to His choice might stand, not because of works, but because of Him who calls"

(Rom. 9:6-13). Since it is God's sovereign initiation which determines whether

an individual or a nation is saved and blessed or actively rejected for curse, the

determinism of their fate is set without their works even though their works are

involved in playing out the dramatic narrative. Quoting Malachi 1 :2, God

declares "Jacob I actively loved, but Esau I actively hated" to indicate that the

choice stands determined by God Who has set their fate. This is a harsh statement

but it is the only meaningful one which makes sense of the question in the next

verse, "There is no injustice with God is there?" (Rom. 9:14). God initiates and

determines the action for such a question to be raised. God is the One Who has

mercy or compassion to include in blessing so the choice does not depend on the

will of man or the activity of man but on God as the initiator (Rom. 9:15-16).
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Options such as Molinism61 or Arminianism do not reflect that God is the

initiating determiner as this passage portrays. However, the determinism is not

merely of the good of mercy but also the active exclusion of curse as illustrated

by the hardening of Pharaoh. The verse quoted in Romans 9: 17 is the one in

Exodus 4:21 in which God predicts and informs Moses that He has raised Pharaoh

for this destruction in order to demonstrate His sovereign determination in the

salvation of His people. This sovereign determination is the emphasis in the

Exodus context as illustrated by the majority of instances in which God is

declared to harden Pharaoh's heart (Ex. 4:21; 7:3; 9:12; 10:1,20,27; 11:10; 14:4,

17). There are other verses in the context that could be taken as divine

determinism but these listed unquestionably emphasize God as the initiator and

determiner of Pharaoh's fate. On the divine side, the hardening of Pharaoh may

be viewed as within active divine direct causality but on the question of his not

letting Israel go free, this direct causality becomes the means of a soft

determinism motivating Pharaoh's continued resistance. However, this

determinism works compatibly with human choice, for Pharaoh is recorded to

take an active hand in hardening his heart in a few instances as well (Ex. 8:15,32;

9:34). These two sides of divine determinism and compatible free will fit well

within the redundant compatibilism strategy. In Paul' s context the sovereign

determinism is the feature being emphasized; "So He has mercy on whom He

desires, and He hardens whom He desires" (Rom. 9:18). Unless one recognizes

this strong sovereign determinism as what is happening in this context, the next

verse's question does not make sense: "For why do~s He still find fault?" for

"Who resists His will?" (Rom. 9: 19). The answer keeps the determining initiative

61 Louis de Molina developed the Molinist account that God can exercise providence

based on His middle knowledge or knowledge of contingent truths over which he has no control.
The contents of God's middle knowledge include counterfactuals of creaturely freedom,
conditionals that enable Him to have knowledge of how any creature who does or might have
existed would freely act in any situation in which that person might have been created and left
free. For Louis de Molina such a God with middle knowledge could respond in advance to what
would freely happen so that He could alter the outcome by choosing an option that the human

agents would freely choose which was harmonious to His will.
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with God, "Who are you, O man who answers back to God? The thing molded

will not say to the molder, 'Why did you make me like this,' will it? Or does not

the potter have a right over the clay, to make from the same lump one vessel for

honorable use, and another for common use?" (Rom. 9:20-21). In a similar

context exploring the features of salvation such as predestination accomplished

within the heavenly benefits, Paul reminds his readers that God works all things

after the counsel of His will (Eph. 1: 11 ). This determinism is exhaustive

including everything, for in this context the salvific determined events are seen as

within a greater "all things" ofGod's sovereignty.

God's determination of sins and evil does not make God Himself evil

because occasionally God explains His rational to be of good purposes which

evidence that God is good. The supreme example of this kind of explanation is

the prologue to the book of Job which identifies that Job's suffering takes place as

a demonstration to Satan that at least Job serves and worships God without

requiring God to reward him (Job 1:9-12; 2:2-6). There is however no evidence

that Job actually knew that His suffering happened for a lofty purpose like this.

God instead barraged Job with a volley of questions that left him with the

sovereignty and omniscience of God when compared to Job's puniness. God did

not tell Job why he was suffering, Job just must submit to Him. At other times,

we do not have enough knowledge to judge Him so that we must live with the

tension of unexplained things which seem incongruous (Rom. 9:14, 19-22).

God's plan and desires do not always line up. God determines His plan

(boyle) and brings it about (Lk. 7:30; Acts 2:23; 4:28; 13:36; 20:27; Eph. 1:11;

Heb. 6:17). The difference between God's plan and human plans (boyle") is that

God's character guarantees an immutable plan that is not thwarted, while human

plans can make no such guarantee (Lk. 23:51; Acts 5:38; 27:12,42; 1 Cor. 4:5).

In fact, God's plan overwhelms the human plans in arranging the historical

circumstances or in judgment. God's desire (boylomal) allows for an emotional

inclination reflecting God's empathy which to some extent effects His
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determinative will. For example, Jesus' prayer for the willingness of the Father to

let the cup of God's wrath pass from Him is answered in the affirmative by

resurrecting Christ (Lk. 22:42 ).62 Likewise, it is the Holy Spirit's desire that

directs His distribution of spiritual gifts (I Cor. 12: II ). Furthermore, God desired

to show His unchangeableness concerning His promise, so He underscored it with

an oath (Heb. 6:17). Finally, God's desire is that no one would perish. The

eschatological judgment may seem later than what we might be inclined to

expect, however it will come as He decides in His timing (2 Pet. 3:9).

God foreknows (proginoskO') means a prior determining relationship with

a person or event before entrance onto the temporal scene. Usually, God is the

one who knows in advance in a manner that has Him grounding their salvation

(Rom. 8:29; 11 :2; I Pet. I :2). This form of divine knowledge is an

anthropomorphism characterizing God from our vantage point of within time.

Occasionally, the Biblical text refers to foreknowledge as simply prior

knowledge. This is consistent with classical Greek use (Acts 26:5; I Pet. I :20; 2

Pet.3:17). However, when God is the One who has this foreknowledge then it

determines the person or event to occur (Acts 2:23; Rom. 8:29; 11:2;-rpet. 1:2,

20). In these occasions with God as the foreknower such foreknowledge should

not be thought of as merely knowing or implying sequence. While no Biblical

text explores whether this foreknowledge is comprehensive, it is reasonable to

conclude in favor of comprehensive knowledge of the future on the basis of the

chapter on the nature of necessity and the anecdotal expressions from the

exposition ofPsalm 139. ;:

As a necessary being, God does not have sequence within His essential

nature. Both the ontological argument and the cosmological argument propose

6Z This prayer is answered in the affmnative because Hebrews 5:7 identifies that the

Gethsernane prayer was "heard" by God and such a prayer being "heard" means that it is answered
positivelyas it was asked (e.g. 1 In.5:14-15).
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that an actually necessary being exists which we will call God.63 This necessary

being is always existent immutably and eternally. This level of immutability and

eternity means that there is no sequence within God. There is no chronological

experience of God to immutably change from non-being to being in a certain

way.64 Furthermore, the knowledge He knows He has always known without

variance. God would know all there is to be known for the whole of time as an

eternally present experience, without change. However, this does not cause God

to be opposed to knowledge held by His creation, for He would always know

what every feature of the creation knows from the creation's perspective in space

and time while also knowing simultaneously from His unique vantage point. For

example, He would eternally know my knowing of the past and my fears of the

future from my vantage point and the perspective of every created thing in

addition to His unique additional perspectives. In our Einsteinian relativistic

universe we may have problems defending simultaneity of events but God would

know simultaneity because He is not limited by our finite empirical ways of

knowing. However, this does not render eternity to be static, for Boethius defines

eternity in a more detennining manner as the complete possession all at once of

illimitable life.6s The complete possession is an atemporal sourcing that does not

change and is not limited but brings about all that has changed in its expressions

of finiteness. This means that eternity is the source for all power and life, as

previously described under onmipotence above. So eternity is not primarily to be

known for its static comprehensive determining knowledge but for the life

63 For further explanation and defense of these arguments and the implications for the

nature of necessity see the chapter, "The Nature of Necessity: A Case for Classical Theism in
Opposition to the Openness of God Model" in this book.

64 This means that the kenotic view of the divinity of Christ emptying Himself of His

divine attributes so that He could become incarnate that Satori proposed in 1831 is excluded as
well as the evangelical softened version of a willing nonuse of divine attributes which He
continued to possess for both options describe essential change which is impossible for an
immutable being. For a further discussion of this see the chapter, "A Few Philosophical and
Biblical Theology Problems with Statements of the Trinity" in this book.

65 Boethius, 11Ie Consolation of Philosophy, Book V, Prose 6; and De trinitate, chapter 4

in E. K. Rand ed., Boethius: The Theological Tractates and The Consolation of Philosophy

(Cambridge: Harvard, 1973).
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revealed to have come from God in His revelational creation. Because God

initiates the whole of the creation (including all of its details) His knowledge

essentially also determines choice. God's choices are eternal and essential to His

nature without variance. To have God as an actually necessary being means His

sovereign choice is set. This means that the level of necessity for God includes all

of God's thoughts and sovereign choices eternally and immutably. God is not

open in growing and gaining more knowledge and choosing in response to this

knowledge. God's knowledge and choice would in fact be set within God's

essential nature as determinative for the existence, essence, and choices the whole

of creation makes. With God's knowledge and choice as essential to His nature,

then there is no logical order in God either. This means that all the reformation

options expressing the order of the decree would in fact be contradictory to God's

essential nature. There would not be a logical sequence within God Who

simultaneously knows and chooses without sequence (i.e. eternally). This should

not surprise us, for there are no Biblical texts that talk about any logical or

chronological sequence within God of an order of salvation either; all these

claimed texts at best indicate that when it comes to the application"of God's

choice out into the chronologically changing creation that such choice has a

sequence of application only for the recipient. For example, there is a clear

logical and chronological sequence in applying the divine election (ekletois) as

foreknown, preparative sanctifying of the person so that the outcome (eis) of this

sanctification ushers in obedience and atonement (I Pet. 1:1-2). At other

instances of sequence of the application of salvation thej'e is encouragement for

the Christian who has experienced some of the salvation benefits, like

justification, who can be reassured that the other benefits, like glorification, will

also be,his in time (e.g. Rom. 8:29-30). So the whole post-reformation discussion

of the order of the decree and the order of salvation within God was an

unfortunate exploration that does not apply to this necessary, immutable, and

eternal God. Any linkage of logical order or chronological sequence in such
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works of God is an expression of application order or revelation purpose. Any

attempt to communicate eternal truths into a constantly changing environment like

the creation will reflect them in sequential ways partly because of the sequential

nature of our environment and partly to accommodate to our human

understanding. For example, the textual sequences above convey that God

graciously applies and guarantees the fullness of salvation to each Christian

personally, which is a revelation purpose consistent with God's immutable nature.

Any apparent change in God is actually the refraction of a changeless God

through the lens of the changing environment for purposes of applying some

benefit to the creation, such as salvation or the communication of certain select

truths to a certain group in time. The fact that the truths of God are

accommodated to the means of communication does not limit the truths of God,

but the context indicates the primary hermeneutical purpose and how the

descriptions of God are merely supportive of this purpose.

The emphasis of predestination (proorizo) in the Biblical text is in the

positive direction so that while I hold to a double deterministic view it would not

be best to call it double predestination. Usually predestination in the Biblical text

serves to accomplish positive salvific benefits (Rom. 8:29-30; 1 Cor. 2:7; Eph.

1 :5, 11 ), however it can be an open ended sovereign determinism of whatever was

to occur such as in Christians' suffering because of rebellion and sin of those non-

Christians who oppress them (Acts 4:28).

God can be viewed in this model as the continuous final causal ground for

all existence and events. However, I prefer to view God through Boethius' lens

and identify Him as the initial grounding efficient cause for all existence and

events. So God both determines and omnisciently knows (another divine

initiating and detemrining motif) all the creation. God continues to sustain all the

creation as well. God will bring the whole of the creation within His goal, for as

omnipotent and incomparable He is fully able, and as sovereign detemriner He is

fully willing to do so. God has no challenger who can thwart His plan.
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With regard to habit and depravity the non-Christian is in bondage to his

nature which still allows him to choose as he will but his nature does not offer

him viable righteous options. I hold to total depravity in an Augustinian way,

namely, that all men from the fall of Adam on are corrupted in all parts of their

nature such that there is no way to obtain favor with God. Sinful man is dead in

his sinful deeds, nature, and federal imputation from Adam's sin (Rom. 5:12-17;

Eph. 2:1-5). Sinful man's condition is summed up in Romans 3 by quoting a

catena of phrases lifted from Old Testament descriptions of the wicked person.

There is none righteous, not even one;
There is none who understands,
There is none who seeks for God,
All have turned aside, together they have become useless;
There is none who does good,
There is not even one...(Rom. 3:10-12).

This kind of bondage in sin is still probably best understood to possess free will

since nothing external to oneself limits one's will in any way that compels a

choice other than what is consistent with one's own nature. At this point one may

recognize that there is a tension between total depravity self-limiting free will and

the theoretically more open previous comments about free will from the

commands, blessings, and warnings in texts such as the synoptics. This is a

tension within the Biblical text itself and as a theologian I do not wish to deny or

ignore any aspect that the Bible legitimately brings forward. To go off to one side

tends to make one Refomled or Lutheran, to go off on to the other side tends to

make one Anninian or even Pelagian. The Biblical texts present a composite that

maintains a tension without simplifying it to these human constructs. For

purposes of our paper here that tension affinns free will in a compatible way with

sovereignty.
Salvation is a diVine enlivening of the dead non-Christian from sin to

righteousness (Eph. 2:1, 5: Col. 2:13). Salvation life does not come unless God
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creates it within the one to whom He gives faith { e.g. 2 Pet. 1: 1 ). God justifies the

believer based on the redemption that is accomplished in Christ. These

transformations are wonderful expressions of God's grace and mercy. This aspect

of the model can be charted like a determinism where divine control creates life in

us where previously only death had been.

The process of regeneration, new covenant and glorification recover and

remedy the Christian in full freedom from the flesh nature. The new birth that is

caused by the Spirit's work brings about a new and everlasting life and a

responsiveness in faith {In. 3:3-16). Paul parallels this regenerated nature with

the realization that our old man {anthropos) dies as we enter into Christ and we

become a new man {anthropos, Rom. 6:2-9; 2 Cor. 5: 17; Gal. 2:20; Eph. 4:22-24;

Col.3:9-10). As new men we have the ability to consider ourselves dead to sin so

that we will freely choose righteousness. The work of the Holy Spirit is a new

covenant enabling from within so that we are prompted to choose righteousness;

the Spirit is the guarantor of growth enabling us to produce the distinctive fruit of

the Spirit life (Rom. 8:4-17; Gal. 5:16-24). This enablement operates as a soft

determinism prompting and inclining our enlivened free wills to choose to live the

life of these religious affections. While we are no longer in the realm of the flesh

and we are growing in righteousness as prompted by the Spirit we still struggle

with the bodily flesh condition as babes in Christ and then in longstanding

struggle as the inner man seeks to live out the Law righteously while that which is

peripheral about me {that is, flesh) re-entangles me in sins {Rom. 7:14-25; 1 Cor.

3:1). Ultimately glorification will redeem our bodies and we can escape the

futility and suffering of this life through Christ (Rom. 7:24-25; 8:18-30). In

glorification our freedom will bring about unhindered righteous living.

When I presented this paper at a meeting of the Evangelical Theological

Society, Roger Nicolle asked whether this free will of humanity continued beyond

the grave. In answer to this, I further contrast to Aquinas; humans retain free will

into the afterlife. For example, the rich man who dies with Lazarus asks of father
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Abraham that Lazarus would help quench his thirst and warn his brothers (Lk.

16:19-31). Presumably these are free will requests from the rich man to try to

remedy conditions which he now realized and responded to in light of his free

will. Neither request was granted. However, the saints also have free will in the

afterlife. For example, in Revelation 6:9-11 the martyred saints presumably from

their own free will ask God how long He will wait to avenge their deaths.

Furthermore, the reward given to the faithful servants in the parable of the minas

includes extending the faithful servants' responsible care from the little things of

this servant condition to continued responsible care over cities in Christ's

kingdom (Lk. 19:17, 19). Therefore, responsible free will continues as an

everlasting condition for Christ's followers within His kingdom. When this

afterlife free will is folded together with the Pauline glorification, the saints

continue in glory freely, only choosing good and not sin.

I position myself as a relationally sensitive Calvinist appreciating God's

relational engagement with the creation. I follow Edwards' definition of free will

and a reformed commitment to determinism of God as an efficient cause parallel

and redundant with the human free will. There is a compatibility of nonexclusive

redundant causalities from both divine and human side that tries to maintain the

multiple models and tension that the Biblical text sets forth. One implication of

this technique is that most Christian models of this question will find something

attractive in here and something annoying in here. My hope in this is not to be an

odd target but to encourage the reader to try to be faithful to all the Biblical texts

in their contexts. My dream is that in your faithfulnesp to these texts you will

worship our sovereign God more intimately and choose to live for Him more

zealously.


